ABOUT INDIAN INK
THEATRE COMPANY
Founded by Justin Lewis and Jacob
Rajan 25 years ago, Indian Ink is now one
of Aotearoa’s most successful theatre
companies – winning 13 national and
international awards, critical acclaim,
standing ovations and sell out seasons.
Since 1997 their originial plays have enriched
the lives of over 500,000 people. Alongside
a whanau of multi-talented artists, Indian
Ink creates vibrant, fresh, culturally diverse
theatre that combines artful storytelling,
mischievous wit and theatrical magic in
a way that celebrates our differences but
connects us through our shared humanity.

WE WANT TO LEAVE AN INDELIBLE
IMPRINT ON YOUR HEART; THAT’S
WHY WE’RE CALLED INDIAN INK.

A PIECE OF ABSOLUTE
ENCHANTMENT
The Scotsman

COMIC GENIUS
Melbourne Age

CHANGES THE WAY
YOU SEE THE WORLD
The Listener

ACTOR’S NOTE
“I didn’t know it at the time but there was
a love letter to my parents hidden within
Krishnan’s Dairy. Their immigrant dreams,
their everyday love, unconsciously
wrapped up in my first play. But the
delight for me now, 25 years later, is that
I get to perform this piece and hand the
baton on to the next generation of actors
through its sequel: Mrs Krishnan’s Party.
In that way, we celebrate our legacy.
It’s Indian Ink’s love letter to our theatre
community and to our audience.”
Jacob Rajan

CHARACTERS
GOBI KRISHNAN
a hard-working shopkeeper
ZINA KRISHNAN
a reluctant shopkeeper and romantic
APU KRISHNAN
Gobi and Zina’s son
SHAH JAHAN
the emperor of the Moghul empire
MUMTAZ MAHAL
the wife of Shah Jahan
A SHOPLIFTER

OUR PEOPLE
JACOB RAJAN
Writer/Actor/Co-composer
Jacob is a founding partner
of Indian Ink and co-wrote all
of Indian Ink’s plays as well as
performing in many of them. He is a graduate
of Toi Whakaari: NZ Drama school, Otago
University (B.Sc Microbiology) and Wellington
Teacher’s College. Jacob is an Arts Foundation
Laureate and a Member of the New Zealand
Order of Merit (MNZM) for services to theatre.

JUSTIN LEWIS
Director
Justin is a founding partner of
Indian Ink. He has co-written
and directed all of Indian Ink’s
plays. He is a graduate of the John Bolton
Theatre School and the University of Auckland.
Justin was one of the founders of Auckland’s
Q Theatre and received a Kaupapa Oranga
Award for his services to theatre.

ADAM OGLE
Musician
Adam Ogle is a guitarist, multiinstrumentalist and composer.
He’s worked with Company
of Giants, Whangarei Festival of Light & Art,
Auckland Theatre Company, Young and
Hungry and Smoke Labours Productions. He
received the ‘Frank Winter Memorial Award’
for outstanding contribution as a young
instrumentalist.

SAM MENCE
Production & Tour Manager/LX &
SX Operator
Sam is the Director of Creative
Ambiance Stage Technologies
Ltd (CASTL). A talented stage technician,
he’s worked in Design, Management, setup
and operation of multiple live performances,
including Art Installations, Opera, Theatre,
Dance, Circus and all manner of music
concerts.

MURRAY EDMOND
Dramaturge
Murray has been dramaturge on
all of Indian Ink’s productions.
A poet and founder of Town
and Country Players (NZ), Murray has been
published multiple times and has recently
retired from his role as Professor of Drama at
The University of Auckland where he headed
the drama programme.

JOHN VERRYT
Set Design/Costume Design
John has worked on all of Indian
Ink’s productions bar one. With
over 40 years’ experience John is
a leading New Zealand stage designer with an
extensive portfolio of work including NZ Opera,
Auckland Theatre Company, The Large Group
and many others.

HELEN TODD
Original Lighting Design
Helen is an internationally
acclaimed New Zealand lighting
designer. Helen recently won
Best Lighting Design at The Wellington Theatre
Awards 2021.

CONRAD WEDDE
Co-composer
Conrad Wedde is a self-taught
composer who has been
composing original music since
his teens. He has played in many rock bands
and is currently a member of The Phoenix
Foundation. Conrad has composed for
film, documentary, dance and multi-media
projects.

CATHY KNOWSLEY
Lighting Design Development
Cathy has over 25 years’
experience in theatre production
and touring. Her first Indian Ink
show was in 1998 and she’s been on the road
with us almost every year since. Her company,
HiViz Event Management specialises in health
and safety and managing events.
JUDE FROUDE

General Manager

PENELOPE LISTER

Producer

NAOMI CAMPION

Development Manager

ROWAN EVERTON 	
Social Media & Office
Manager
KAIS AZIMULLAH 	
Marketing & Digital
Collateral Intern

DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The corner shop, drug store or 7 Eleven is an
international phenomenon that contains elements
universal to all cultures and also specific to the
country or city in which they are found. In Aotearoa,
the ‘dairy’ is a much-loved institution; part of our
history, open all hours and often owned and run by
immigrant families.
It is also an institution under threat from the
supermarkets and 24-hour petrol stations that
undercut it in price and convenience. In recent years,
these vulnerable isolated shops have increasingly
been the target of violent crime. For some, it has
become too much and small family businesses
built up over many years of hard work are fast
disappearing. With them goes a uniquely personal
approach to free enterprise in our communities.
However, something of the pioneering spirit that leads
people to move country and start a new business
with dreams of a better life for themselves and their
children sees some dairies continue to persevere
against the odds. Krishnan’s Dairy salutes that spirit in
whatever corner of the world people have chosen to
set up their corner shop.
Justin Lewis

WRITER’S NOTE
Being Indian carries with it certain responsibilities.
Everyone expects you to be able to cook a curry, spin
bowl and have a natural ability at yoga. As an Indian,
you have the power to make an Indian restaurant
authentic just by walking into it. And if you put three
guys in a room with a snake you’d expect the Indian
to have some kind of advantage.
Of course, we can’t always live up to these
responsibilities. I myself have been found wanting
on more than one occasion. I have a woefully
inadequate knowledge of India’s geography, average
rainfall and chief exports. Most of my understanding of
its religions and politics was gleaned from a project I
did in 3rd Form (Year 9) Social Studies.
I guess what I’m saying patient reader, is take
everything you see in Krishnan’s Dairy with a pinch
of salt (and possibly a generous dollop of garlic and
ginger paste). It’s certainly not my intention to recreate
an authentic day in the life of an Indian Dairy owner.
My allegiance lies with telling a good story and I’ve
taken liberties with “my culture” to try and achieve this.
To my countrymen and women who take offence, I
apologise. To those of you who crave authenticity – I
guess you’ve got the wrong shop. Of course, if you
leave the show with better understanding of what it
is to be an Indian in New Zealand I’m quite prepared
to take credit for it; but I’d far rather you left forgetting
where you’d parked your car.
Jacob Rajan

INTERVIEW WITH MURRAY
You’ve been Indian Ink’s dramaturge – or
playwright’s advocate – from its very first show,
Krishnan’s Dairy (premiered 1997). How did this
collaboration start?
I went to see a little show called Jeff, Son of Jeffery
which was down in an art gallery. I hadn’t seen
anything like it and it was an experience, so I went to
see who did it. It was Justin Lewis.
So Krishnan’s Dairy was your first work together?
No, Justin did a show on Siamese twins who were
married to two sisters. It was a true story — they were
from Thailand and they went around America where
they were famous. There are great stories in the world!
Anyways, Justin called me up with two weeks to go,
obviously the show wasn’t working, and he said, “can
you come and fix it?”
I looked at it, and it was a really fascinating subject
but it wasn’t ready at all. There was no way it’d be
ready in two weeks. We tried, but it was a bit of a
mess, to put it kindly. Sorry, Justin!
Sounds like a steep learning curve. What did you
take away from it?
That you give yourself time and you don’t bring actors
in until you know what the idea is, who’s in it, what
you’re trying to do and who the audience is.

INTERVIEW WITH JOHN
How did you get involved with Indian Ink?
Jake had Krishnan’s Dairy as his graduation
piece, and Justin and Jake got together then as a
partnership. They were putting it on commercially as
a full-length piece and that’s when they asked me to
come along and help. And I’ve been doing Indian
Ink ever since.
What do you think is the most important thing to
consider when designing sets?
The first thing is trying to work out what it’s about.
What I really want to do is reflect the themes of
the writing in the set design. That’s kind of what I
do in a nutshell, that’s my job. After that it’s mainly
the practicalities of getting on and off the stage,
like having smooth transitions and so on. Actually,
transitions is a huge one and being able to do that
effectively is extremely important. Moving from scene
to scene requires a lot of logistical work, and is
something we spend lots and lots of time on.

INTERVIEW WITH JACOB
What inspired you to tell this story?
Krishnan’s Dairy was conceived at Toi Whakaari:
The NZ Drama School. In my final year as an acting
student I had to create a 20-minute piece of selfdevised theatre. I chose the Dairy since it was such a
New Zealand icon and since most Dairy owners are
Indian immigrants it reflected something of own my
cultural background. My parents aren’t dairy owners
so the story itself arose from research I did amongst
dairies in my home town of Wellington. I also had the
story of the building of the Taj Mahal as an inspiration
and something I wanted to weave into my narrative.
That became my imaginative task: find the link
between the Dairy and the Taj Mahal.
How did you come up with the mask design for the
show?
The rapid change mask, as far as I know, is my own
invention and was a bit of a fluke that came together
at the last minute. Essentially I have a base half mask
that is made of thin papier-mâché and moulded
off a bust of my own face. The base mask is fitted
on my head with elastic. The character masks are
also papier-mâché but thicker and have leather
reinforcement at the temples. They slip on top of
the base mask and stay on by friction. With a bit of
practice, I can swap from one character to the other
in a fraction of a second. These mask were inspired
by Commedia dell’arte. That’s the beauty of the
stock characters of the Commedia. We recognise the
characters as universal and so they can easily cross
cultures. All the masks in Krishnan’s Dairy were made
by my director, Justin Lewis.
Tell us about your thoughts around how you
created this role.
The masks get made early in the process. Once you
have worked with the mask they can help guide the
writing of the script. The mask is a great lie detector.
They won’t say things that don’t feel true to the
character. Any writer has an idea of the characters’
voices in their heads as they write. The beauty of
the mask is that you have a 3 dimensional being in
the room that you can test your ideas out on or just
improvise situations to reveal more about.

INTERVIEW WITH JUSTIN
When writing, what is the relationship like between
you and Jake?
Well, we talk a lot. We will spend hours and hours,
and days and days talking. It’s one of the great
things, because writing is often a lonely process, so
having someone to collaborate with is good. We’re
both theatre makers because we like to collaborate.
And we each have our own strengths, Jake’s really
good on dialogue and character, and my strength
is on the architecture, on the more structural sort of
stuff. So, we kind of have complementary skills. What
also works is that we know how to talk to one another
about the work and we can disagree about what the
right thing is. And in those discussions about the work
we talk about what is right for the story and what’s
right for the character, rather than arguing about
who’s right or wrong.
Why is dramaturgy so important? Indian Ink has
worked with dramaturg Murray Edmond for a very
long time, what are the benefits of working with him?
He’s brainier than us. (Laughter)
He’s got this giant brain, he’s so well-read, and he’s
got so many things he can refer us to for precedence
and things like that. He pushes us to do things
differently. For a long time, when we were working on
our last show, Paradise, we were trying to do it as a
Guru of Chai II. Sort of like a franchise, like a novel at
the airport, a Jack Reacher. And trying to do Kutisar II
– like another kind of crime story. And he challenged
and challenged, until we came to see the piece
in a really different way. And it was a long and
slow process to get to that, so he brings an outside
perspective, and years of working with scripts.
One of Murray’s great gifts is asking the right
questions, because it’s the questions that will lead
you to think more deeply. Whereas if you tell people
‘that’s wrong!’, and ‘you should do this!’ that doesn’t
shift things for us.
How does writing for plays change when you’re
doing a show where Jake is playing all of the
characters versus when there are multiple actors?
In one very formal way it changes, because you’ve
got one actor playing multiple characters, and
that alters the way that you write your dialogue. So,
with multiple people on stage short lines are really
great. It’s there, then it’s here, then it’s there, it’s
really exciting. But one actor having to change roles
constantly gets tiresome. So, you tend to write the
dialogue in a way that requires fewer cuts from one
character to another because every time you cut
from one character to another, Jacob’s got to make
a physical shift. There’s just a kind of a technical
thing that’s different. The bits of dialogue in a solo
show tend to be longer, but the rest is pretty much
the same. It’s an imaginative task to get inside the
characters’ heads and we have to push one another
to find those characters, and those character’s voices
and display them in the show.

Indian Ink Theatre Company wishes
to thank all our incredible Patrons,
Funders, and Supporters without whom
the show could not go on.
PATRONS
Addington Law, Anne & John MacVicar, Andrea Crichton,
Anne Coney, Barbara Netten, Barry Gribben & Laila Harré,
Brian & Andrea Steele, Brian & Gill Walker, Catherine
Atchison, Chrissie Fernyhough (Fernyhough Education
Trust), Craig Anderson & Hanna Scott, Deborah & Ross
George, Gail & Stephen Hofmann, Garth Cumberland,
Geoff & Bev Pownall, Graeme Edwards & Di Le Cren,
Graham Howie, Helen Klisser During, Helen Moody &
Jeremy Edwards, Ivan & Felicity Willis, Jane Cherrington,
Jasvinda Singh & Bryce Keith, Jeffrey & Lancely Law, Jenny
& Andrew Smith, Jenny & Ray McElroy, Jill Oakley, John
Judge & Janet Clarke, John & Jo Gow, Kate & Hanlin
Johnstone, Malcolm Don, Margaret Lee, Mike Rudd, Nancie
Plested, Pippa MacKay & Paul Stanley-Joblin, Ravi & Prabha
Ravi, Ranjna & Kanti Patel, Rebecca Turner, Richard & Susie
Rowntree, Ros & Philip Burdon, Simon & Bridget Tompkins,
Sir Roderick & Lady Gillian Deane, Sondra Wigglesworth,
Tom Kuruvilla, Valmai Shearer.

ADVISORY BOARD
John Gow (Chair), Chrissie Fernyhough, Craig Anderson,
Ranjna Patel, Alice Canton, Helen Klisser During

INDIAN INK TRUST
Craig Anderson (Chair), Jacob Rajan, Justin Lewis, John Gow

CORE FUNDER

SUPPORTERS

THANKS TO
Helen Cisowski, Sam Mence (CASTL), Andrew Potvin, the
amazing venue team, Susheela, Isaac, Dominic & Nina
Rajan, Philippa Woods, and Rachel Nash

JOIN THE FAMILY!

Visit: indianink.co.nz and sign up to our newsletter to:
• Hear the latest news and behind-the-scenes exclusives.
• Receive unique offers and ticket deals.
• Learn about the people and stories behind our shows.
• Discover how you can get involved in what we do.

